A novel technique for calculating the visual optical modulation transfer function (OMTF) is described. The technique involves application of the Rovamo-Barten model of spatial vision to measured contrast sensitivity data. [For details of the basic model see; Rovamo, J., Mustonen, J., & Nasanen, R. (1994) . Modelling contrast sensitivity as a function of retinal illuminance and grating area. Vision Research, 34, 1301-1314 and Barten, P. J. G. (1999). Contrast sensitivity of the human eye and its effects on image quality. Washington: SPIE Optical Engineering Press.] In order to obtain OMTF, the model was simplified for use in the high spatial frequency range and also modified to include a transfer function term relating to attenuation by the retinal receptor sampling process. Calculations of OMTF were initially obtained from published contrast sensitivity for the human, cat, rat and chicken. The results were found to correlate well with OMTF values directly obtained through a double-pass optical measuring technique applied to all four species. It was assumed, following this initial test, that the modified Rovamo-Barten model could be used to extract OMTF from vertebrate contrast sensitivity data in general. Using published behavioural contrast sensitivity, further OMTF values were calculated from the model for the pigeon, goldfish, owl monkey, and tree shrew. The results obtained were used to provide a direct inter-species comparison of optical performance for a matched stimulus luminance. This study also confirms that, in many cases, vertebrate optical and receptor sampling processes are well matched in their attenuation properties.
Introduction
A basic question in visual science is how optical factors and neural processing separately contribute to overall visual performance. In human vision, the optical performance of the eye has been directly quantified by a number of methods. These usually involve determination of the optical modulation transfer function (OMTF) which gives a full frequency response characteristic. Campbell and Green (1965) , for example, obtained values of human OMTF through the use of spatial contrast sensitivity measurements. This was achieved by combining the overall contrast sensitivity function measured from sinusoidal gratings viewed on an oscilloscope, with the contrast sensitivity function obtained from laser interference fringes formed on the retina. A ratio of the two functions produced an estimate of the OMTF. A more direct physical method has also been used to determine OMTF, which employs a double-pass technique to directly examine light spread on the retina. Using Fourier techniques, the single-pass OMTF was directly calculated from measured spread functions (Campbell & Gubisch, 1966) . This approach has also been employed to estimate OMTF in the cat (Bonds, 1974) , rat (Artal, Herreros De Tejada, Munoz Tedo, & Green, 1998) and chicken (Coletta, Marcos, Wildsoet, & Troilo, 2003) .
In human studies, similar results were obtained for OMTF determined from both double-pass and interferometric methods, although the double-pass OMTF was slightly lower in magnitude for spatial frequencies greater than about 15 c deg À1 . This appears to be partly due to the fact that with the interferometric approach, light scatter effects in the optical media tend to cancel out (Campbell & Gubisch, 1966) . The interferometric determinations of OMTF by Campbell and Green (1965) are also likely to have been enhanced due to the existence of coherent spatial noise in the laser stimulus (Williams, 1985) . Improvements to both double-pass and interferometric techniques have subsequently been made (Williams, Brainard, McMahon, & Navarro, 1994 ) and a wave-front sensor for the evaluation OMTF has now been developed (Liang & Williams, 1997) .
Other methods, involving calculation of the OMTF for model and idealized eye optics, have also been successfully employed (Banks, Geisler, & Bennett, 1987; van Meeteren, 1974) . The mathematical form of the human OMTF has been the subject of a number of studies. Empirical singleparameter models for the human OMTF have been described in the literature and these include exponential and Gaussian forms (Fischer, 1972; Fry, 1970; Krueger & Moser, 1973) . More recently, a number of multi-parameter descriptions for the human OMTF have been developed. These include a twin-parameter exponential function (Deeley, Drasdo, & Charman, 1991) , a Butterworth function (Rovamo, Mustonen, & Nasanen, 1994) and an exponential model accounting for age and eye pigmentation (Ijspeert, Van Den Berg, & Spekreijse, 1993) .
During the last decade or so, a mechanistic model of human spatial contrast sensitivity has been evolved around the modulation transfer function (MTF) concept. Two versions of essentially the same model have been published by Barten (1999) and in a series of papers by Rovamo and coworkers (Rovamo, Kankaanpaa, & Kukkonen, 1999; Rovamo et al., 1994; Rovamo, Luntinen, & Nasanen, 1993) . It will be shown in this communication that the model can be utilized to directly calculate the OMTF from contrast sensitivity measurements obtained from both human and other vertebrates. The calculation technique is validated through a direct comparison of the results obtained with OMTF values measured with the doublepass method. In addition, the role played by receptor architecture in contrast sensitivity is addressed. This work parallels a previous study of vertebrate vision where modulation transfer models of temporal contrast sensitivity were examined (Jarvis, Taylor, Prescott, Meeks, & Wathes, 2002; Jarvis, Prescott, & Wathes, 2003) .
The MTF model for spatial vision
Human spatial contrast sensitivity is usually determined using sine-wave gratings and is defined at a fixed spatial frequency, as the inverse of Michelson contrast at the threshold of detection. As spatial frequency increases from low values, contrast sensitivity typically increases, passes through a maximum and then decreases toward unity at a limiting frequency value equivalent to ''acuity''. This basic behaviour has also been noted in contrast sensitivity measurements of other vertebrates (Uhlrich, Essock, & Lehmkuhle, 1981) .
It is now generally accepted that human spatial vision, as characterized by contrast sensitivity, is influenced by three retinal processes. The first is image filtering through basic eye optics and the second is signal loss through the discrete spatial organization of retinal receptors. In species where there is significant convergence of cone outputs into ganglion cells, the spatial density distribution of ganglion cells would seem to be the primary factor affecting this loss process (Gianfranceschi, Fiorentini, & Maffei, 1999; Pettigrew, Dreher, Hopkins, McCall, & Brown, 1988) . The third process is high pass spatial filtering through lateral inhibition mediated by horizontal and amacrine cells. The combined effect of all these processes produces the bandpass characteristic for the contrast sensitivity function. In their modelling of spatial contrast sensitivity, both Barten and Rovamo ascribe a modulation transfer function to both the optical and lateral inhibition filters. They also account for spatial summation factors and signal detection by a filter located in the visual cortex. Both photon and neural noise are also addressed. Fig. 1 summarises the basic Rovamo-Barten MTF model. In this scheme, O denotes the MTF associated with the combined effect of optics and retinal sampling, and P denotes the modulation transfer associated with lateral inhibition, respectively. The symbol u denotes spatial frequency (c deg À1 ). Photon noise (N qt ) is added at the point of quantal absorption by the photoreceptors, and has a significant impact on contrast sensitivity at low luminances (Rose, 1948) . Neural noise (N it ) is also included in the model.
In the following mathematical treatment spatial contrast sensitivity S is defined as, where K is a constant.
The function N, which represents the total internal noise is given by,
Thus the total noise is considered to be partly due to photon noise generated by the statistical fluctuations in the number of arriving photons and partly due to neural noise caused by statistical fluctuations in the signal passing through to the brain. Photon noise is not filtered by eye optics, but by the lateral inhibition process alongside the signal component. For human vision, N it is approximately 3.0 · 10 À8 s deg 2 (Barten, 1999) . The function P describes the action of lateral inhibition in the retina and is defined by Barten as,
The parameter u o is the spatial frequency value above which the effect of lateral inhibition ceases. In humans this is about 7 c deg À1 . There is also an angular size limit (X max ) over which the visual system can integrate spatial information. From an analysis of human contrast sensitivity data supplied by Carlson (1982) , Barten suggests a figure of about 12 deg for this limit. There is also a limit of the integration area formed by a maximum number of cycles (R max ). The figure suggested for human vision is 15 cycles. The combination of both these limiting factors on signal detection has been quantified by Barten and given by,
where X o is the overall angular size of the stimulus grating patch (deg). Photon noise N qt is given by,
In Eq. (6), I denotes retinal illuminance (trolands Td). The parameter g is the quantum efficiency of the eye and in human vision a value of 0.03 is usually assumed. The term q is a photon conversion factor and for most light sources is approximately 1.2 · 10 6 photons s À1 deg À2 Td À1 (Barten, 1999; Scheibner & Baumgardt, 1967) .
Using Eqs. (3), (4) and (6), the neural signal/noise term PAE [N] À0.5 in Eq. (2) can be re-expressed as;
The behaviour of Eqs. (5) and (7) as frequency varies is shown in the Appendix. At high spatial frequency (greater than that for maximum contrast sensitivity), Eq. (7) reduces to,
For a given level of grating mean luminance, the right hand side of Eq. (8) is a constant. At high frequencies, Eq. (5) tends toward,
Thus, at high spatial frequencies and a fixed value of retinal illuminance, Eq. (2) reduces to the simple expression,
In other words, spatial contrast sensitivity weighted by spatial frequency is directly proportional to the function O. As outlined above, this function describes the attenuation processes associated with both optics and retinal sampling. If MTF r represents the transfer function associated with the sampling mechanism, then the OMTF is given by,
Combining Eqs. (10) and (11) gives,
The mathematical form of MTF r was determined from an analysis of data originally published by Banks et al. (1987) who derived two spatial contrast sensitivity functions for an idealized observer; one with no optical defects and arbitrarily small tightly packed photoreceptors and the other with the effect of a receptor aperture included (see the upper two hatched curves in Fig. 2 , Banks et al., 1987) . A ratio of these two contrast sensitivity functions directly produces an estimate of MTF r for the system with the receptor aperture and this was found to be Gaussian in form. Thus MTF r for this system may be written as,
where r represents the standard deviation of the receptor sampling line spread function. To apply the theoretical Eq. (13) to real visual systems, the parameter r must be quantified for these. This can be done by considering the geometry of retinal neurons. Retinal cones, for example, are packed in a hexagonal lattice (Polyak, 1957) , which enables a straightforward expression for the distance between cones (d c ) to be derived (Hirsch & Hylton, 1984; Snyder & Miller, 1977; Troilo, Howard, & Judge, 1993) . This expression is given by,
where C denotes cone density (cells mm À2 ). If a similar geometry is assumed to approximate ganglion cell packing (Barten, 1999) , Eq. (14) will also represent the distance between ganglion cell centres when C is simply replaced by ganglion cell density (G cells mm À2 ). For rows of such cells, r is defined as (Barten, 1999) ,
Eqs. (13) and (15) assume no overlapping of ganglion cell receptive fields, which would appear the case for the human midget ganglion cell population (Dacey, 1993) . If a significant receptive field overlap occurs, these equations will offer approximations. Also defining r in Eq. (15) through ganglion cell density implies that high frequency attenuation in MTF r is always due to ganglion cell structure. This will not always be the case, and cone density may be more appropriate for foveal vision. In human, there is considerable variability in cone density (Curcio, Sloan, Kalina, & Hendrickson, 1990 ) and the value given by Osterberg (1935) is similar to the ganglion cell density chosen for application of Eq. (15) in the analysis of human vision given in the next section. To assist in the practical application of the model in our analysis, we adopt the approach made by Gianfranceschi et al. (1999) that in general, vertebrate sampling efficiency is controlled through ganglion cell density. In Eq. (15), r must be computed with G expressed in units of cells deg À2 . A simple conversion factor facilitates this, as shown in the next section. If G and therefore r are known, MTF r is numerically defined. With this additional information, Eq. (12) can be employed for a direct determination of OMTF from spatial contrast sensitivity data.
The following section outlines a verification study of Eq. (12) for both human and animal spatial vision. Given the large body of contrast sensitivity data already available in the literature, Eq. (12) is potentially a powerful tool for providing an inter-species comparison of optical performance. A particular characteristic of the non-human contrast sensitivity function is that for many of the species examined, the frequency value for maximum sensitivity is significantly lower than normally encountered for the human (Uhlrich et al., 1981) . It is shown in the Appendix, that the important approximations given by Eqs. (8) and (9) are still valid for sensitivity functions which differ from the human case in this fashion. In the following treatment, any frequency above that for maximum contrast sensitivity, will be referred to as ''high frequency'' for the particular species examined.
Application of the model

Analysis of human contrast sensitivity
An extensively tested empirical description of the human OMTF is the Deeley function (Deeley et al., 1991) given by, OMTFðuÞ ¼ exp½Àðu=ð20:9 À 2:1UÞÞ ð1:3À0:07UÞ ð 16Þ
where U denotes pupil diameter (mm). Deeley et al. (1991) have shown that Eq. (16) can be used to accurately describe the human double-pass OMTF data of Campbell and Gubisch (1966) and the OMTF determinations provided by van Meeteren (1974) and Ohzu and Enoch (1972) . The theoretical OMTF given by Eq. (12) will contain all pre-receptor optical factors affecting human spatial vision and should be equivalent to the Deeley function. The contrast sensitivity data of van Nes and Bouman (1967) were initially employed in testing the validity Eq. (12) for defining OMTF. The measurements by these authors are for monocular viewing of sinusoidal gratings with a 2 mm diameter artificial pupil. The testing procedure involved combining Eqs. (12) and (16) (1.3À0.07U) , with U set equal to 2 mm. The line shown plotted through each data set in Fig. 2a has this exact slope. The results, therefore, illustrate the validity of Eq. (12) for defining human OMTF. Fig. 2b-d illustrates an identical analysis performed on contrast sensitivity data obtained by Campbell and Robson (1968) (2.5 mm artificial pupil), Patel (1966) (2 mm artificial pupil) and Robson (1966) (3.57 mm natural pupil). The solid lines in each graph represent the Deeley function defined by the appropriate pupil size. Again, Eq. (12) is shown to offer a valid description of OMTF.
In the above analysis, MTF r was calculated with G equal to 147 · 10 3 cells mm À2 , a figure derived from maximum human ganglion cell density given by Berkley (1976) . The retinal magnification factor RMF is used to convert density into cells deg À2 and is given by (Gianfranceschi et al., 1999) as,
where PND is posterior nodal distance of the eye. In the calculation of G (in units of cells deg À2 ), a human PND value of 16.7 mm was used (Hartridge, 1947) , giving an RMF of 0.291.
The open symbols in Fig. 2a -d are calculations of (SAEu) only, and therefore illustrate the frequency range that MTF r has any significant impact on spatial vision. The results indicate that for human vision, MTF r has a significant effect at spatial frequencies above about 30 c deg À1 . Finally, an examination of the Butterworth function for describing human OMTF was carried out. This particular function is applied extensively in digital image processing (Holst, 1996) and has been used to describe the human OMTF by Rovamo et al. (1994) . The version applied to human vision (effectively the square of the Butterworth function) is given by,
where u * represents the spatial frequency when OMTF reaches a value of 0.5. In visual applications the index l (the order of the Butterworth function) may be set to unity (Rovamo et al., 1994) , and this will be assumed the case when this function is now applied. The curves in Fig. 3 show a comparison between the Butterworth and Deeley functions for OMTF . The Deeley function is for a 2 mm diameter pupil and the Butterworth function has a u * value of 11.5 c deg
À1
. For comparison, values of OMTF determined for a 2 mm diameter pupil in the Campbell and Gubisch study are shown as data points in Fig. 3 . The Butterworth function is seen to approximate the Deeley function and thus with an appropriate value for u * , offers a viable alternative expression for the OMTF . It also offers an advantage over the Deeley function in that analytic expressions for both the line and point spread functions exist (Dainty & Shaw, 1974) . With the Deeley function, such expressions only exist for the special cases where the index term (1.3 À 0.07U) in Eq. (16) is either 1 or 2. This is not necessarily the case, although lookup tables are available for spread functions appropriate to the Deeley OMTF for some values of (1.3 À 0.07U) between 1 and 2 (Johnson, 1973) .
Analysis of cat contrast sensitivity
Spatial contrast sensitivity of the adult cat has been measured in behavioural studies (Bisti & Maffei, 1974; Blake, Cool, & Crawford, 1974) . The animals were conditioned to associate a grating stimulus with a food reward in both studies. The optical properties of the cat eye are also well documented. Robson and Enroth-Cugell (1978) , for example, have measured the light distribution of a retinal image by direct insertion of a fibre optic probe. The OMTF has also been directly estimated with the use of the double-pass technique (Bonds, 1974) . In a similar fashion to the human study described above, the OMTF was calculated from contrast sensitivity data and then directly compared with values given from double-pass data. In this analysis, cat MTF r was calculated from Eqs. (13) and (15) where G was derived from a cat ganglion cell density value of 7000 cell mm À2 given by Gianfranceschi et al. (1999) . Using a PND value of 12.5 mm (Berkley, 1976 ) the RMF was calculated to be 0.218, giving 332 cells deg À2 for the value of G.
The data points shown in Fig. 4 are discrete values of OMTF obtained from the double-pass data published by Bonds (1974) for a pupil size of 4.8 mm. The solid line represents the Butterworth function (u * = 3.2 c deg À1 ) and the hatch line the best fit Deeley function with U equal to 8 mm. For the cat, the Butterworth function offers a better overall representation of the OMTF derived from doublepass data than the Deeley function. However, the Deeley fit with a pupil size of 8 mm, indicates that the overall optical performance of the cat resembles that of a human observer with a much larger pupil size.
Given that the OMTF can be represented by the Butterworth function, Eqs. (12) and (19) combine to give, ) 2 ). Moreover, the cat doublepass data shown in Fig. 4 predicts a value of 3.2 c deg À1 for u * . Fig. 5 shows such a plot using high frequency contrast sensitivity data provided by Bisti and Maffei (1974) and Blake et al. (1974) . (Here, and in further analyses, the symbol S * is again used to represent [S Á u Á MTF It should be noted that the phenomenon of central obscuration, which essentially passes high frequency spatial information, can occur with animals such as the cat when a slit pupil is evident (Miller, 1979, Chapter 3) . For the stimulus luminance level cited in the Blake et al. (1974) contrast sensitivity study, the cat pupil shape data given by Hammond and Mouat (1985) reveal a broad elliptical rather than slit profile. Central obscuration is therefore not considered as a factor affecting the cat optical analysis.
3.3. Analysis of rat contrast sensitivity Artal et al. (1998) have determined OMTF for the 3-month-old hooded rat using the double-pass technique. The data points in Fig. 6 show discrete values taken from their published OMTF data for a 2 mm pupil size. For this species, the OMTF could again be described by the Butter- worth function (u * = 0.85 c deg À1 ) and this is shown as the solid line in Fig. 6 . It was not possible to employ the Deeley function because no pupil diameter could approximate this particularly poor optical performance. Behavioural contrast sensitivity data for the 3-month-old hooded rat have also been published by Birch and Jacobs (1979) . Measurements were obtained at a mean stimulus luminance of 3.4 cd m À2 , which produces a pupil size of approximately 2 mm diameter (Hughes, 1977 (Gianfranceschi et al., 1999) . The data points in Fig. 7 are values of S * directly calculated from the contrast sensitivity values, and the solid line is defined from a u * value of 0.85 c deg À1 . As for the cat, the results show good agreement between OMTF obtained from the double-pass technique, and that calculated from contrast sensitivity measurements.
Analysis of chicken contrast sensitivity
This direct comparison employs double-pass measurements of chicken OMTF (Coletta et al., 2003) and contrast sensitivity measurements obtained from an operant conditioning experiment (Abeyesinghe, McMahon, Jarvis, & Wathes, 2007) . In the double-pass study, age ranged between 5 and 6 weeks, whereas in the contrast sensitivity study, age was 12 months. Contrast sensitivity obtained for chicken using a nystagmus paradigm (Schmid & Wildsoet, 1998 ) has revealed little variation in visual acuity in the age range 2-8 days. This particular study gives a figure for visual acuity of 6-7 c deg À1 , in agreement with the value found for adult birds (Abeyesinghe et al., 2007; DeMello, Foster, & Temple, 1992) . It would therefore seem reasonable to assume that optical factors are essentially developed within a few days after birth, which is in agreement with the neuronal development studies of Kahn (1974) .
The solid symbols in Fig. 8 show OMTF obtained by Coletta et al. (2003) . These data are for 5-week-old chicks with a pupil size of 3.25 mm diameter. The solid line represents the Butterworth function (Eq. (19)) with u * equal to 5 c deg À1 and the hatch line the Deeley function with U equal to 7 mm. For the chicken, the Deeley function offers a slightly better representation for the OMTF than the Butterworth function. As for the cat, the optical performance of the chicken is similar to that for a human observer with a larger pupil size.
The data points in Fig. 9 are values of S * calculated from the contrast sensitivity data of Abeyesinghe et al. (2007) in the same fashion as for those for cat (Fig. 5) and rat (Fig. 7) . MTF r was determined using a ganglion cell density figure of 30,000 cells mm À2 (Coletta et al., 2003) , together with a PND value of 6.5 mm (Jarvis et al., 2003) . The contrast sensitivity measurements were obtained at a mean stimulus luminance of 20 cd m À2 , which gives a pupil size of 4.4 mm diameter in the chicken (Barbur, Prescott, Douglas, Jarvis, & Wathes, 2002) . Since directly determined OMTF for the chicken does not significantly vary for the pupil range 3.25-4.8 mm diameter (Coletta et al., 2003) , the optical performance levels for both double-pass and contrast sensitivity experiments should be similar. The line in Fig. 9 has a slope and intercept which yields a value of 5 c deg À1 for u * . Again, the results indicate a good correlation between OMTF values obtained through the double-pass technique and those calculated from contrast sensitivity.
The above analysis performed on human, cat, chicken and rat has illustrated the general validity of Eq. (12) for describing OMTF performance in vertebrate spatial vision. It has also shown that both Deeley and Butterworth functions can be realistically employed to describe the mathematical behaviour of the OMTF obtained directly from double-pass optical experiments, although which offers the most accurate fit varies from species to species. Since spatial contrast sensitivity data are available for a range of other species, it is now possible to perform a useful comparative study. This is illustrated in the next section, where the optical performance of a further four species is evaluated using measured contrast sensitivity data and Eq. (12). The analysis employs the Butterworth equation, since this leads to a relatively straightforward procedure for defining the OMTF and its associated line spread function (OLSF).
Calculation of OMTF for a range of species
In this section, OMTF is derived from the application of Eq. (12) to published contrast sensitivity data for the pigeon (Hodos, Ghim, Potocki, Fields, & Storm, 2002) , goldfish (Northmore & Dvorak, 1979; Bilotta & Powers, 1991) , owl monkey (Jacobs, 1977) and tree shrew (Petry, Fox, & Casagrande, 1984) . As for the cat, rat and chicken measurements, all of these studies were behavioural in nature and employed sinusoidal grating stimuli. In the determination of OMTF from these data, the analysis combines Eq. (12) and the Butterworth function as defined by Eq. (20) . The analysis rationale is the same as for cat, rat and chicken. Fig. 10a-d For the calculation of OMTF from Eqs. (19) and (20), values of MTF r were determined from the published anatomical data for pigeon (Hayes, Hodos, Holden, & Low, 1987) , goldfish (Johns & Easter, 1977) , owl monkey (Hughes, 1977) and tree shrew (Petry et al., 1984) . The additional PND data required to determine cell density in terms of number deg À2 were also obtained from published data (pigeon and goldfish (Pettigrew et al., 1988) ; tree shrew (Norton & McBrien, 1992) ). A summary of G, r and u * values for all species (including human, cat, chicken . Fig. 10 . Determination of the optical constant u * (which defines the OMTF) from contrast sensitivity data for a range of species. S * values calculated from S values measured for (a) pigeon (Hodos et al., 2002 ) (b) goldfish (Northmore & Dvorak, 1979 ) (closed symbols); Bilotta and Powers (1991) (open symbols) (c) owl monkey (Jacobs, 1977 ) (d) Tree shrew (Petry et al., 1984) . Data are given for two tree shrews. The slope/intercept of the continuous line in each plot yields the optical constant u * c deg À1 . Values of these are given in Table 1. and rat) is given in Table 1 . Also shown, is the mean luminance level of the grating stimulus employed in the determination of contrast sensitivity.
In general terms, a larger u * value indicates a better optical performance, but the OMTF for a given species may vary as a function of stimulus luminance due to a change in pupil diameter. As Table 1 shows, the stimulus luminance variation between species is substantial, which offers a problem in comparing optical performances. However, the human OMTF can be readily calculated from the Deeley function for any specific pupil size and thus any luminance level. Therefore a useful indicator of optical performance can be made by comparing the calculated OMTF for each animal directly with that for the human at an equivalent stimulus luminance. This comparison simply illustrates a performance difference expected when the same stimulus is viewed by an animal and a human. This comparison is shown in Fig. 11 , where the area ratio (A s /A h ) is shown plotted for each species. This ratio defines the area under the calculated Butterworth OMTF for a given species divided by the area under the human Deeley OMTF for an equivalent stimulus luminance. On the basis of this comparison criterion, the optical response of each species is inferior to human, with the tree shrew and rat having only 30% and 40% of the overall human performance. Taking the area under a visual modulation transfer function (including the OMTF) is a useful concept, because any real pictorial scene contains extended frequency spectra of spatial information. A number of psychophysical experiments have shown a direct correlation between the subjective attribute of sharpness or visual clarity and the area under the contrast sensitivity function (Granger & Cupery, 1972; Topfer & Jacobson, 1993; van Meeteren, 1973; Virsu, Lehtio, & Rovamo, 1981) . The same approach has also been made in the overall quantification of flicker sensitivity in vertebrate vision (Jarvis et al., 2003) .
A comparison of optical performance and retinal sampling efficiency
The OMTF provides information on the basic optical performance of the eye, and will possess an effective cutoff frequency. This simply means that any input spatial information which contains frequencies above this value will not be imaged through onto the receptor system. The width of the optical point spread function (OPSF) at half its maximum value (the FWHM value ), is approximately equal to the period of this cut-off frequency (Castleman, 1996) . If the OMTF is known, the OPSF can in theory be computed via the Hankel transform and the optical cut-off determined. The effective limit of the sampling system (represented by the Nyquist frequency) can also be calculated from cell density data on the retina (Gianfranceschi et al., 1999; Pettigrew et al., 1988; Troilo et al., 1993) . For ganglion cell sampling, if G is expressed in cells mm À2 , then the Nyquist frequency is approximated by ( p G/2)RMF c deg À1 (Gianfranceschi et al., 1999) . If the OMTF is given by Eq. (19) (Butterworth function), the associated OPSF is difficult to interpret, because as distance measured from the centre of the calculated spread function approaches zero, the function tends toward infinity. However, the associated optical line spread function (OLSF) is finite at zero distance, and over a large proportion of its spatial range has values similar to the OPSF (Dainty & Shaw, 1974) . Therefore, the FWHM value of the OLSF will also provide a reasonable estimate of the optical cut-off frequency. The OLSF is given by the Fourier transform of the OMTF. If the OMTF is given by Table 1 A summary of the main data for all species. G = maximum ganglion cell density (cells deg 
where x denotes distance. With the human, near optimum optical performance occurs for a pupil size of 2 mm (Campbell & Gubisch, 1966) , and the OMTF for this condition is approximated by Eq. (19) defined with u * equal to 11.5 c deg À1 (Fig. 3) . The OLSF for this condition, as given from Eq. (22), is shown in by the continuous curve in Fig. 12 . Also shown (data points) are measured values of the OLSF obtained by Campbell and Gubisch (1966) for a 2 mm diameter pupil. The FWHM value of the OLSF is approximately 1.1 arc min. which yields an optical cut-off value of 54 c deg À1 . For a human ganglion cell density of 147 · 10 3 cells mm À2 and an RMF of 0.291 (see Section 3), the calculated Nyquist limit is 56 c deg À1 . In other words, this analysis shows the human optical system as being well matched to the ganglion cell sampling system. This fact is a well documented aspect of human vision (Hughes, 1977) . If, on the other hand, the optical cut-off frequency is significantly higher than the Nyquist limit of the sampling system, image distortions through aliasing would occur.
The optical cut-off frequency (u c ) for each species is given in Table 1 . As for the human, u c was derived from the FWHM value of the OLSF given by Eq. (22) and using the appropriate value for u * . Values of FWHM and the ganglion cell Nyquist limit (u n ) are also shown in Table 1 . For each species, except the rat and chicken, values of u c and u n are similar, indicating that optical performance and sampling capacity are reasonably well matched. For a given species, it is possible that an even better match between u n and u c would be observed if u c was determined at a luminance (and thus pupil size) which gives rise to optimum optical performance. In each of the experimental studies used in this analysis, the choice of stimulus luminance was fairly arbitrary and optimizing optical performance was not a consideration.
Discussion
The OMTF determined from contrast sensitivity data has been found to correlate well with the OMTF directly obtained from the double-pass technique in man, cat, rat and chicken. This finding would indicate that in many instances, the optical mechanisms influencing OMTF derived from double-pass data are the same as those affecting spatial vision as defined through sensitivity to grating stimuli. This conclusion is somewhat surprising because double-pass measurements may not fully quantify the effects of halation and light scatter in the eye (Robson & Enroth-Cugell, 1978) . The impact of such factors will produce a low long range skirt in the OLSF and a slightly more rapid initial decline in low frequency OMTF. Certainly, for frequencies below about 8 c deg À1 , OMTF values found by Robson and Enroth-Cugell using an optic fibre probe in the cat, are slightly lower than found by Bonds (1974) with the double-pass technique.
A further factor to consider is that the double-pass data used in our study were obtained from experimental conditions designed to produce the best possible optical focus. It is possible that this condition may not always reflect optical performance under normal viewing conditions for a species. With the tree shrew, for example, which is known to be about 2D hyperopic, the optical performance measured after correction for this de-focus was found to be comparable to human (Ramamirtham, Norton, Siegwart, & Roorda, 2003) . For some species, therefore, double-pass measurements may well be limited in describing OMTF relevant to normal visual perception. For the test species given in Section 3, this limitation is not revealed when comparisons are made with OMTF derived from contrast sensitivity data.
It should also be noted that the Rovamo-Barten model has demonstrated some degree of inaccuracy in predicting human contrast sensitivity at very low stimulus luminance levels (see for example, p45 in Barten, 1999) . This may be due to the shift from cone to rod vision with its associated changes in both the lateral inhibition mechanism and receptor sampling efficiency. Values of OMTF derived from contrast sensitivity are likely to become more approximate as stimulus luminance reduces to very low levels.
The main significance of the results is that having demonstrated the general validity of using the Rovamo-Barten equations to derive OMTF, the gross differences in optical performance between species can be readily revealed from contrast sensitivity. This has been achieved from the use of functions such as the Deeley and Butterworth. However, these functions are both simple data fitting expressions and cannot themselves fully reveal optical mechanisms controlling the OMTF. Previous studies of vertebrate optical performance have indicated a number of important mechanisms. For example, ray tracing studies using a model rat eye have shown that eye size can substantially impact optical performance (Artal et al., 1998) . The small size of the rat eye with its strongly curved refractive surfaces was found to significantly impair performance through spherical aberration. As shown in Fig. 11 , the rat is one of three species displaying relatively poor optical performance. The other two (tree shrew and goldfish) also have small eyes as reflected in their PND values. Conversely, raptors which tend to have large tubular eyes and high ganglion cell densities (Gunturkun, 2000) , display high levels of acuity (Gaffney & Hodos, 2003) . Eye size alone is not the only factor affecting optical performance, and detailed studies of an excised goldfish lens reveal substantial optical impairment through irregularities in the lens structure (Charman & Tucker, 1973) . A full and detailed discussion of all the mechanisms affecting optical performance is outside the scope of this communication, and a useful comparative study of vertebrate optical features is available elsewhere (Hughes, 1977) .
The finding that for many species, the optical cut-off frequency and retinal sampling Nyquist frequency are reasonably well matched extends our understanding of the situation in human vision through to a diverse range of vertebrates. As Artal et al. (1998) point out, this match in vertebrates would seem sound from an evolutionary perspective. However, our results for chicken and rat indicate an optical performance superior to the sampling capacity of the retina. For the chicken, this finding has been noted by Coletta et al. (2003) who compared their OPSF data with a computed value of the sampling Nyquist limit. Since the OPSF was determined with monochromatic light (543 nm laser), it was suggested by these authors that optical degradation through chromatic aberration was not revealed in their study. If polychromatic light had been used (as in the case of the Campbell & Gubisch, 1966 study) , this aberration would have been included, and produced a wider OPSF and associated lower optical cut-off frequency. Whether or not the 3D of chromatic aberration known to exist in chicken (Schmid & Wildsoet, 1997 ) is sufficient to lower the optical cut-off to nearer the sampling Nyquist level is not clear. Coletta et al. (2003) produce a qualitative argument that it would, and that optics and sampling capacity are reasonably well matched in chicken.
There are other species where directly measured OMTF indicates a performance significantly superior to sampling capacity. These include the garter snake (Land & Snyder, 1985) and the cane toad (Jagger, 1985 (Jagger, , 1988 . As discussed at the beginning of this section, there may be instances when OMTF values derived from double-pass measurements overestimate behavioural optical performance. It is of interest to note that in the tree shrew study of Ramamirtham et al. (2003) , these authors found an apparent match between optical performance and retinal sampling limits when no attempt was made to correct for this animals hyperopia.
It is also useful to compare, where possible, the actual values of optical performance summarized in Table 1 with those determined by techniques other than double-pass or the use of contrast sensitivity data. Thus for cat, the value of 4.0 arc min for the FWHM, compares favorably with the figure of 3.0 arc min obtained from an optic probe method (Hughes, 1977) . For the rat, the FWHM figure of 15 arc min compares well with 13 arc min found from measurements of a grating image projected onto the retina (Hughes, 1977) . For the goldfish, the optical cut-off of 5 c deg À1 correlates well with the figure of 7.5 c deg
À1
obtained from the image of a Sayce resolution chart formed by an excised eye (Charman & Tucker, 1973) . A further issue worthy of discussion is the consolidation of the above analysis with the concept of visual acuity. This measure of spatial vision essentially refers to the cut-off point on the contrast sensitivity function as described in Section 2. In broad terms, acuity defined in this sense is seen to match reasonably well with the retinal sampling Nyquist limit for a significant range of vertebrates, including cat, horse and rabbit (Gianfranceschi et al., 1999) . For most species, however, this match should become progressively more approximate as stimulus luminance reduces. This will be due, in part, to a decrease in OMTF response with a larger pupil size and also due to post-receptor neural factors. The Rovamo-Barten model gives that a lowering of stimulus luminance will produce an increase in quantal noise and that in turn will lower the neural signal/noise term PAE [N] À0.5 (see Eq. (7)). This term reflects the combined behaviour of signal enhancement through lateral inhibition in the retina and photon noise. The affect of lowering stimulus luminance on acuity is demonstrated by the theoretical curves given in the Appendix. For both human and the hypothetical species shown, lowering retinal illuminance from 1000 to 1.0 Td reduces acuity. For the human, the calculated theoretical acuity changes from 60 to 20 c deg
and for the hypothetical species (which resembles the goldfish) acuity changes from 5.5 to 4.0 c deg À1 . The magnitude of the change in acuity as luminance changes is significantly smaller in the hypothetical species whose spatial vision is poor compared with human. This difference can be related to the relatively small reduction in high frequency neural signal/noise performance for the hypothetical species compared with the human, as retinal illuminance is lowered. Figs. A2(b) and A4(b) in the Appendix illustrate this effect. For the human, a decrease in retinal illuminance from 1000 to 1.0 Td lowers neural signal/noise by almost 25 times, whereas for the hypothetical species the equivalent figure is only 1.6 times. This significantly smaller variation may, in part, explain the reasonably good correlations found between measured (behavioural) acuity and sampling Nyquist frequency in previous animal studies, where stimulus luminance was not necessarily optimal for spatial vision.
